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Abstract

The processes of defining managerial roles and providing for delegation of authority are essential to any
enterprise. At most large organizations, these processes are defined in policy manuals and through sets of
standard operating procedures for many, if not all, business and administrative functions. Many of these
staff-initiated, administrative fonctions require the routing of documents for approval to one or more levels
of management. These employee-oriented, back office types of workflows tend to require more flexibility
in determining to whom these documents should go to, while, at the same time, providing the responsible
parties with the flexibility to delegate their approval authority or allow others to review their work.
Although this practice is commonplace in manua~ paper-based processes that exist in many organizations,
it is difficult to provide the same flexibility in the more structured, electronic-based, workflow systems.

The purpose of this report is to present a framework or architecture for creating a R/DA system and provide
some insights associated with its design and utilization. To improve understanding and clarify subsequent
discussion, the goals and requirements for the major R/DA system components, namely, the database and
interface modules, are initially presented along with the identification of important concepts and the
deftition of critical terms. Next high-level fimctions relating the types of inputs to the outputs of the
RIDA interface module are introduced and discussed. Then the relationships between the major RA)A
modules and the primary components associated with its creation and maintenance are presented and
analyzed. Finally, some conclusions are drawn relative to the advantages associated with developing a
R/DA system for use in iinplementing an enterprise-wide, work-facilitating information system.
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Roles and Delegation of Authority (R/DA) System
Enables WorMow Flexibility

Introduction

and Coordination

The processes of defining managerial roles and providing for delegation of authority are essential to any enterprise.
At most large organizations, these processes are defined in policy manuals and through sets of standard operating
procedures for many, if not all, business and administrative functions. Many of these staff-initiated, administrative
functions require the routing of documents for approval to one or more levels of management. These employee-
oriented, back ofiice types of workflows tend to require more flexibility in determining to whom these documents
should go to, while, at the same time, providing the responsible parties with the flexibility to delegate their approval
authority or allow others to review their work. Although this practice is commonplace in manual, paper-based
processes that exist in many organizations, it is diMcult to provide the same flexibility in the more structured,
electronic-based, workflow systems.

While Roles and Delegation of Authority (R/DA) processes are natural components of traditional workflow
architectures, these processes are not particularly robust in commercial workflow packages. Most of the leading
worMow package vendors provide technology and tools for handling basic routing to either individuals or groups.
This technolo~ tends to work best for high voIume, customer-initiated, front office applications such as customer
claims processing or technical support provision. However, it is not as effective in addressing the lower volume,
employee-initiated, workflow applications such as personnel action requests, purchase requisitions authorization, or
training course enrollment requests where having flexibility in routing is critical and being able to delegate authority
is a requirement.

The challenge for the IS manager seeking to implement back office worMow applications is the design and
development of a WDA system that incorporates a set of generic tables for extracting electronically-stored
information on specific relationships between the positions, responsibilities, roles and the employees within the
enterprise. In particular, this system should have the capability for allowing: (1) the input of role definitions that are
not already stored in corporate databases, (2) the integration of role information that is defined in corporate
databases, and (3) the ability to delegate those roles.

The purpose of this paper is to present a framework or architecture for creating a R/DA system and provide some
insights associated with its design and utilization. To improve understanding and clar~ subsequent discussion, the
goals and requirements for the major R/DA system components, namely, the database and interface modules, are
initially discussed along with the identification of important concepts and the deffition of critical terms. Next, a
high level functional diagram relating the three type of inputs to the outputs of the RMA interface module is
presented and discussed. Then the relationships between the two major R/DA modules and the major components
associated with its creation and maintenance are discussed. Finally, some conclusions are drawn relative to the
advantages associated with developing a R/DA system for use in implementing an enterprise-wide, work-facilitating
information system.

Desirable Characteristics Associated with a R/DA System

The R/DA system is considered to be primarily responsible for facilitating administrative workflow applications
across an enterprise. Its database module is envisioned as being the generic repository of role and delegation of
authority information. This module is designed to be the authoritative source of an organization’s R/DA
information. The interface module is structured to provide appropriate user linkages for establishing and
maintaining role information, delegating role authority, and facilitating interaction with workflow applications. In
order of priority, the eight major features that the systems architecture seeks to enable are listed below.
1. Delegation for some or all roles assigned to a person.
2. Integration of all existing positional information and relationships currently stored in electronic form.
3. Spectlcation of roles, role responsibilities, and role assignments.
4. Designation of a single source for dl electronic role information within the enterprise.
5. Designation of personnel to review work prior to management approval in electronic workflows.
6. Speciilcation and implementation of the logic underlying the management of all group work.
7. IdenWlcation of which roles need to be assumed for a given business process based on table-driven rules.
8. Identitlcation of whom should play what role in a given business process as specified through a set of table-

driven rules.
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Figure 1 provides an overview of the major elements that are involved with the IUDA system. Inputs include
information on roles and relationships that already exists in databases within the organization, other roles and
responsibilities entered by the system administrators, and requests from users to assign or delegate roles. Guidelines
include additional information that is needed by the IVDA system to perform its fimctions. Although this set of
constraints may contain externally-generated restrictions, in general it consists of organizational policies,
procedures, and rules that have been designed to guide the internal operations and processes of the enterprise.
Participants include all the organizational personnel that would have a need to assume or discharge a role or
responsibility including managers at every level, project leaders, owners of processes and roles, and stti members.
The MDA S’stern provides the capability to (1) define roles associated with a position in an organization (such as the
Comptroller), (2) determine what roles are required for a specilic application based on the corporate guidelines (this
might be that the Vice President for Mmketing is required to approve all new radio advertisements) and (3) ident@
who is assigned to the role, including any delegated person(s) as necessary. Finally, the Outputs document,
communicate and implement any action taken relative to role deftition or assignment and delegation assignment.

Figure 1- Overview of the Roles and Delegation of Authority (R./DA)System
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Concepts and Terminology

In general, it is important to recognize that there are three sources of roles and responsibilities that can be assumed.
Fust, there is a distinctive set of responsibilities associated with each type of organizational position, for example, a
vice president assumes a sigrdflcantly different set of roles and responsibilities that does a fret-line supemisor.
Second, there are spectlc role sets associated with the functional aspects of a manager’s position, for example, the
manager of a IS department assumes a much different set of roles than does the manager of the fum’s credit
department. Third, individuals may assume unique roles that are associated with their particular background,
experience, or interests regardless of their organizational unit responsibilities and/or their position within the
enterprise. For example, within an organization, one person maybe the champion for departmental efforts in
process improvement whereas another individual may accept the responsibility of developing a corporate-wide
employee satisfaction survey because of some special expertise that S/he has acquired in the past.

Delegation of authority can be categorized into one of two types. The first type is called TemporaryDelegation. It
involves the delegation of selected responsibilities to a specflc individual for a specfled time interval or until
notiiled differently. For example, a work shift supervisor may delegate the approval of overtime to the shop
foreman while S/he is on vacation during a specilied two week period or a manager may delegate purchase approval
authority within agreed-upon guidelines to his/her budget analyst for an indefinite period of time. Concurrent
Delegation is a second type of delegation. As defined withii specific corporate procedures, it allows any manager at
the same management level to approve something in the absence of another manager. For example, if an employee
requests approwd to go to a trainiig class being held in the next week, and his/her manager is currently on vacation
and has not done a temporary delegation, the employee can ask any other manager to approve his/her course request.

In order to communicate effectively, it is necessary to ensure that important terms are clearly defined. This is
especially true when commonly usedwordsare usedin a technicalmanner. Meaningfuldeftitions of important
terms are presentedand illustratedin this sectionto furtherthe understandingof the natureand scope of the WDA
system. Figure2 providesa logic tree that illustratesthe relationshipsbetweenten of the most importantR/DA
concepts.This figureutilizes.sufficiency-basedlogic that is read in an ‘if..., then...’ format. The ellipse passing
through two or more arrows is considered to be an ‘and’ gate, thus, if Entity A and Entity B exist, then Entity F can
be defined.

L Assignment(s)

If a Process and a Position exist, then a Responsibility can be defined.
If a Position and a Descriptor and an External Assignment exist, then an Externally Defined Performer
can be identified
If a Descriptor and a Responsibility exist, then a Role can be defined.
(*In the casewhereonlya singleentity exists for the entire organization, it is possible to

define a Role solely by the existence of a Responsibility)
If an Externally Defined Performer and a Role exist, then a Role Assignment can occur.
If an Internally Defined Performer (having an unique identification label) and a Role exist, then a Role
Assignment can occur
If a Role Assignment and an Internally Defined Performer exist, then the authority to carry out or fulfill
the Role can be Delegated.

Figure 2- Relationships Among Important R/DA Concepts
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Process: A set of activities that need to be performed to achieve a stated goal. In general, each process will be
distinguished as a separate worMow application. Examples of processes include purchase requisitions, personnel
actions, or training course enrollments.
Position: A label assigned to either a level of line management or other responsible job within an organization.

t Line management positions include chief executive ofi+cer,vice president, or manager whereas safety coordinator,
project manager, or staff administrative assistant are examples of the latter group.
Descriptor: An attribute-value pair that is used to define a particular position more precisely. An attribute could be
any characteristic such as a function or producthervice or geographic location that would further deliieate a
position. A value would uniquely define the attribute such as a geographic region’s value could be New England or
Oregon, or Cleveland. Examples of attribute-value pairs include: fimction-manufacturing, product-XYZ toothpaste,
service-ABC equipment installation, and location-southwest.
Performe~ A person who can be assigned to a given role. This individual can be defined either internally or
externally to the R/DA system.
Internally Defined Performer: Performers that are established, defined, maintained, and assigned completely
within the R/DA system. These particularindividualsmight includeGloriaSanchez,technicalleadof the ABC
project AllenSheldon,ownerof the LMNprocess,or staffbudgetspecialists,Tom Blackwelland MarthaPeters, in
the accountingdepartment.
Externally Defined Performers: Performer assignments that are based on a position and either a unique descriptor
or a descriptor that can be defined based on an instance of the process. For example, there may be a business rule
where the vice-president of finance must approve all purchases over a million dollars. There could be a role setup
for this process called vice-president of finance approval for purchases. This role would be assigned to an externally
defined performer where the position is vice-president and the descriptor will always be finance. In this case, even
if the purchase were being made for manufacturing, it would still require approval from the vice president of
finance. An example of where the descriptor is based on an instance of a process is shown in figure 3. In this
example you must have a vice-president approval for all new policies in each functional area. In this instance, the
new policy was for manufacturing and therefore it required approval from the vice president of manufacturing.
ExternalAssignments:These assignments are the “lookup table” that determine which person is assigned to a
position and unique descriptor. This table is populated based on information maintained in external systems
(Human Resources, Financial, and Organizational Hierarchy). The external system will need to populate this table
with an entry that assigns a single person to every possible position and unique descriptor that can be used in the
system. For example, in figure 3 since the vice president is required to approve all new policies in Ids/her functional
area, a person must be assigned as vice president for every functional area in this table. In the case of figure 3, Sue
Kimm is currently assigned vice president for manufacturing. This table can be updated by the external system
either in real time or during nightly processing to include changes associated with the person assigned to a given
position and unique descriptor or add and delete positions and unique descriptors. For instance, if tomorrow upper
management decides that they need to make Sue Kimm the new vice president for European operations, the changes
can be made in the corporate Human resource and/or organizational hierarchy system which can then automatically
update this table with the appropriate changes.
Responsibtity A duty associated with a process that can be assigned to and needs to be performed by a given
position. Vice president approval for procurement requests over $500K or line manager approval for new hire
requests are both examples of specific responsibilities.
Role: A specific responsibility qualfled by a descriptor (i.e. attribute-value pair). For example, according to
corporate policy, any vice president can be responsible for approving procurement requests over $500K. Therefore,
the vice presidential approval for procurements over $500K can be assumed by the vice president of any corporate
function (Marketing, Manufacturing, Finance, etc). Other responsibilities maybe assigned to speci.flcroles. The
manager of quality assurance may have the responsibility for approving all QA procedures for any new product
lines. It is important to note one exception to definiig a role, namely, if an organization uses a specitlc process in
conjunction with a single unique position to define one of a kind responsibility, then a descriptor is not needed to
qu~ the resulting role. For example, if there is only one training director for the entire organization, then this
resulting responsibility does not need a descriptor to create a role of directing orgmizational training.
Role Ass@unent:The potentially delegateable entity that is created when roles are distributed to performers. It is
possible for a given role to have more than one performer (see Group Work below) and for a performer to be

. assigned more than one role. In the former situation, four senior staff accountants maybe assigned the role of
approving quarterIy divisional budget modifications. An example of the latter situation is when a plant manager is
assigned the roles of new hire approval and procurement request approval for purchases exceeding $50K.
Delegation of Authority The ability for a performer to temporarily assign his/her given role responsibility to one
or more indNiduals for a speciiied period of time. For example, the manager of quality assurance who is going on
vacation for two weeks may delegate bidher quality assurance approval authority to a trusted administrative
assistant for that time period.



Using the termsand conceptspresentedabove,Figure3 has been created to illustrate the conceptual relationships
that are employed in defining and assigning a role to an externally defined performer plus the temporarily delegation
of that role. As logically presented in the figure, Sue Kimm, the vice president for manufacturing, is able to delegate
her responsibility for policy approval to Jack Hirch during her upcoming vacation.

. ~

P!EE!-J~~~
Vice Presidential

B.1
Vice

President L

g of Policy
Function-

Manufacturing

L)J
Defined Performer

Sue Kimm

\ > i + y

~

Sue Needs Sue is able

. To Approve To Delegate

Mfg Policy Mfg Policy
Approval to

Scenario: Sue Kinun is the vice president for manufacturing at a firm that requires all new policies
develo~ed in each functional area to be approved at the vice presidential level. In preparation for her annual
3 wee~ vacation, she wants to delegate h~~authority for poli;y approval to Jack H&ch, a manufacturing staff
analyst.

Figure 3- Illustration of Relationships Among F?/DAConcepts
for an Externally Defined Performer

In a similar fashion, these terms and concepts are utilized in Figure 4 to illustrate the logic underlying the deffing
and assigning of an role to an internally defined performer who then temporarily delegates that role to another
internally defined performer. In this example,Elsa Leon~,the coordinatorfor tectilcal tratiin~ in the state of
Texas, ~ able to d;legate her coordination-responsibilitie; to Max Silver during her participation; in a four day
planning retreat.

p Max Silver
-------------------------

3;) ,1>:, -+
A Elsa Leong

ethnical

B ‘:: EEzl ~Elsa Needs

Coordinator
oordinate o Coordinat Elsa is able

Tech. Trg. Tech Trainin To Delegate

q For Texas For Texas Tech Training

Location- Coordination

Texas To Max Silver
I I

Scenario: EIsa Leong is the technical training coordinator for an organization that has facilities throughout
the nation. Her curr{nt role assignment is to ;oordinate technical Training at all of the organization facilities
in the State of Texas. She has scheduled the annual retreat for the first 4 days of next week. Elsa has
contacted Max Silver, the managerial training coordinator for Texas, and he has agreed to take assume her
role of technical training coordinator during her absence.

Figure 4- Illustration of Relationships Among R/DA Concepts
for an Internally Defined Performer
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Three additional R/DA conceptsare presentedand illustratedbelow.

Reviewer:A special type of responsibilityholethat allowsthe performerto request that anotherdesignatedperson
review work before the performer gives hislher final approval. For example, a manager may want his/her budget
coordinator to review all purchase requests before dhe gives final approval. One of the major differences between a
reviewer and a person assigned work through a delegation, is that if no reviewer is assigned, then the entire review
process will be skipped. If no delegationis madefor normalresponsibilitiesor roles, then the workwill stop until
the performerwho was initially assignedto theworkcompletesit.
Group Work Any role that has beenassignedto morethan one performeror an externallydefinedperformer
wherethe descriptorvalue is specfled as “All”. For example,if companypolicystates that you needan area
manager’sapprovalto attenda trainingseminar,an employeewouldnormallyget hislher own area manager to
approve the request. However, if the employee’s area manager is unavailable to respond in a timely manner, it may
be common practice to identify another area manager who knows and trusts your area manager and who would be
willing to review your request. In this case, it may be practical to make the responsibility for training request
approval eligible for group work. Group work provides all area managers with the capability to respond to any
request for training approval.
Primary Person: In a group work situation, the primary person is the performer who is normally assigned the role
of performing the requested work. Relative to the group work example sited above: although zdlarea managers have
the capability to approve any employee trainiig request, the requesting employee’s area manager would be the
primary person for processing training requests for Ids/her direct reports.

MacroPerspectiveof R/DARelationships

A relatively comprehensive schematic diagram that depicts the major information flows, queries and relationships
between a user, a work-performing application, the workflow package, and the Roles/Delegation of Authority
(R/DA) system is presented in Figure 5. The WDA S~tern is comprised of six major components: the database, the
role defdtion interface, the role assignment interface, the applications programming interface (API), the workbox
interface, and the employee delegation interface. These components interact directly with the worMow software
package and related applications to fully utilize the capabilities of the WDA System.

The RLDADatabase is a compilation of all of the information entered by the role definition interface, the role
assignment interface, and the employee delegation interface. This information will then be used by the API, the
workbox interface, and the delegation of authority interface.

The Role Defm”tionInterface allows informationto be enteredaboutprocesses,positions,and descriptors. The
processesandpositions can then be linked to defineresponsibilities. Rolescan then be definedbased directlyon
responsibilitiesor the combinationof responsibilitiesand descriptors. Business policiesand theirderivedrules are
then enteredto determinethe circumstancesunderwhichresponsibilitiesandroles maybe assumedby individuals
within the enterprise. Informationsourcesfor role deftitions are enteredinto the R/DADatabaseby IS designers
frompolicyand proceduremanuals,documentedbusiness processes, or current relationships as reflected in existing
work processes

The Role Ass&mnen& Interface allows information to be entered about both internally and externally defined
performers that, along with the defined roles, is used to create role assignments. Internal role assignments are
defined by linking a specific employee with defuwd role. These assignments are completely managed within the
R/DA system. External role assignments are entered based on a position and descriptor. This information can then
be used to lookup the person currently assigned to a position and unique descriptor that has been loaded into the
R/DA system f%omextemzd sources of electronically stored data. The sources of this data include organization
charts and corporate hierarchy structures that are often maintained in the human resource or financial management
systems to determine the person currently assigned to that position/descriptor

The Application Programrninghtexface provides the communications and processing required between the IUDA
. database and the applications that use it. It can accept requests and information from the applications, process the

requests based on the relevant information within the R/DA database, and send the relevant information back to the
performing application. For example, upon receiving data about a user and associated task to be perfo~ the R/DA
Interface will request the set of relevant policies or rules governing the action, sort through them, and forward
specflc applicable information back to the requesting application. Since an Application exist to accomplish
administrative support activities, it sends resulting dispositions and role information to an appropriate Other
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Database and to the WorMlowsoftware package for any subsequent routing or further processing. The Application
provides one of the major links between the components of RIDA and the WorMlowsofhvare package.

Role Definition Interface:
1. Information about processes, positions,

and descriptors.

2. Responsibilities derived from process

and position information.

3. Business policies and derived rules.
Information Sources:
Process Requirements, Organizational
Policies, and SOPS

I

1

Role Assignments Interface:
1. Information about either internal
or external defined performers.
2. Defined roles.
Information Sources:
Specified Role Assignments,
Organization Charts, Financial
and Human Resources Databases
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Figure 5- Major Flows and Relationships in the R/DA System
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The Computer Workboxis the other major linked between the components of RIDA and the Woriow soihvare
package. The Workboxwill request a list of roles that a particular user is assigned or delegated from R/DA and
then request all work associated with that user’s roles from the Work.tlowsofWare package. The user has the ability
to request information about work that slhe currently needs to perform, work that slhe is waiting for from others, or

? work that is already completed. The user, ifs/he is a member in a group work situation, can also go in and access
work any work that has been assigned to that group. The workflow also will provide links to the applications that
allow the user to initiate new workflow requests.

0

The Delegation ofAutioMyl.nter fkce allows anyone who is assigned a role to go in and delegate one or more of
those roles to one or more other people. This interface also allows people who are assigned to a role that allows
reviewers to also designate who their reviewer(s) shotdd be.

The WorkF.Iowsoffwarepackage is a proactive toolset for the analysis, compression, and automation of a work
performing business process. This package enables an organization to develop and manage the process rather than
just information about the process. A from’s intranet has enabled workflow applications to ‘push’ information and
work to users in stead of wtiting for them to request data and tasks (Dykeman, 1998). In this regard, the WorkFlow
package can notify and provide information and work to users. Moreover, upon receipt of updated role information
and/or processed work, the WorkFlow package will communicate results and/or requests for further processing
requirements with appropriate users.

R/DASystemExperience

This R/DA system architecture has been successfully implemented at a large R&D facility in the southwestern
United States. This implementation has been proven to realize all eight of the previously mentioned major features.
These features have allowed the desi~ of a highly flexible framework for implementing the wide variety of
requirements associated with the applications envisioned for this system. To date, seven work applications ranging
from processing foreign travel requests to approving enrollments in training and education conmes have gone into
production. Each application has been designed to utilize those features of the architecture that are required to allow
it to match the flexibility inherent in the paper system that it replaced. The ability to electronically duplicate the
wide range of application requirements was one of the maiwreasons underlying the development of this architecture
for R/DA system.

For most of the high volume, external customer-initiated, front ofllce, work applications that have highly structured
processes where the requests of groups of customers me handled by any member of a group of customer service
personnel, the commercially-available workflow packages appear to be relatively effective. In contrast, the WDA
system architecture described here is best suited to those IS environments where it is important to have the
capability to adapt to changing internal customer requirements. The flexibility associated enabling and disabling
different fimctiorudities for differing applications was a critical reason for designing and implementing this
architecture. For example, although the R/DA system allows an user to delegate the capabiMy to approve a given
type of request to a colleague, the delegator remains responsible for performing that work and has the capability to
access and take action on any of these requests at any time. This capability provides the delegator with the ability to
process a request for approval even though that particular role has been previously delegated. Moreover, the
delegator can assign a particular subset of his/her total responsibilities or roles to an internally defined performer.
To illustrate, consider a manager who wants to delegate rdl of Ids/her positional responsibilities, except for personnel
actions, to a colleague during the next month when heJshe is on a special overseas assignment. Due to the
confidential nature of personnel actions, he/she is able to exclude that role from those being delegated in the R/DA
system.

In short, the R/DA system provides the internal user with the control over positional roles and work responsibilities.
that is being demanded in today’s work environment. In addition, this real time system gives the necessary
flexibiMy to IS developers in implementing a particular work application such that its functionality is tailored to
specific requirements. From an IS manager perspective, the capabilities of this R/DA system allow the internal
customers to be well served while concurrently providing an architecture that allows IS designers and adminMrators
the flexibility they need to create and manage an effective system for facilitating the performance of work
throughout the enterprise.
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